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Invitation to take part
Recent challenging times have affected 
every Australian, in one way or another. 
But, throughout it all, banana growers 
have continued to grow, pack and deliver 
the nation’s number one selling fruit to 
wholesale markets and retail shelves.

Amongst the uncertainty of a global 
pandemic, farmers across the country have 
soldiered on and proved not only their 
genuine resilience in the face of adversity, 
but also the essential role horticulture plays, 
in keeping a robust economy.

In 2021, we are excited to invite you to 
help celebrate our great industry, at the 
Australian Banana Industry Congress - our 
premier biennial event.

The two-day event will be held in tropical 
Far North Queensland – the heart of banana 
growing country – from May 12-14. 

Congress in Cairns, 2021, will be your unique 
chance to be amongst the largest gathering 
of banana growers, market leaders, industry 
decision makers, researchers and other 
important industry stakeholders.

The event also is the pinnacle opportunity 
for industry to network, share ideas and 
be brought up-to-date with latest cutting-
edge technology, innovative products 
and essential research and developments 
affecting industry.

The 2021 Congress will be hosted at the 
newly refurbished Cairns Convention Centre. 
The exhibition space offers exceptional 
opportunities for sponsorship/exhibition 
exposure and promotion. The venue will 
be ‘Banana Central’ over the course of the 
event.

After the huge success of Congress on the 
Gold Coast in 2019, our dedicated 2021 
Planning Committee are excited to build 
on this success by making next year’s event 
even bigger and better. They’ve already 
begun developing an exceptional line-
up of speakers and plenary sessions. A 
program that is grower-focused, showcasing 
innovation, technology, future trends and 
opportunities that will shape the Australian 
banana industry well into the future.

For sponsors and exhibitors, Congress 2021 
will offer some incredible opportunities 
for exposure, promotion and networking 
with our growers and other key industry 
stakeholders.

But Congress is more than just a pre-
eminent industry gathering. It’s also a time 
for growers to socialise, celebrate and 
take some rare time out, away from their 
businesses. Major social events of Congress 
will include a Welcome Reception, Trade 
Show Evening and the highly anticipated 
Banana Industry Ball and Awards Night.

I, along with many other banana growers, are 
looking forward to participating in Congress 
2021. On behalf of my fellow ABGC directors 
and our 2021 Congress Management 
Committee we invite to you join us in Cairns 
for this special event.

Paul Inderbitzin
Congress Management Committee Chair

Australian Banana Growers’ Council Director



2021 EVENT FAST FACTS PREVIOUS AUSTRALIAN 
BANANA INDUSTRY 
CONGRESSES
May 2019
Royal Pines Resort, Gold Coast

380 Delegates

August 2017
Sheraton on the Park, Sydney, New South Wales

355 Delegates

June 2015
Crown Promenade, Melbourne, Victoria

458 Delegates

AUSTRALIAN BANANA 
INDUSTRY FAST FACTS

Bananas are Australia’s number-one selling 
supermarket product (in volume), with over five million 

of them eaten daily, all of which are grown in Australia.

Bananas are also number two nationally in terms of total 
product value.

In 2018/19, Australian banana growers sold 372,000 
tonnes of fresh bananas (based on national levy figures).

600 Growers in Australia

12-14 May 2021

Cairns Convention Centre

Over 400 attendees 

Visit bananacongress.org.au 
for the latest information.

For more information on partnership and 
exhibition sales opportunities.

danny.perry@mci-group.com

Tel: +61 2 9213 4015
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GEOGRAPHICAL BREAKDOWN
New South Wales 15%

Australian Capital Territory 1%

Queensland 70%

Northern Territory 3%

South Australia 1%

Victoria 4%

Western Australia 3%

Tasmania 1%

International 2%

Audience Profile

INDUSTRY ATTENDANCE BREAKDOWN
Banana Grower 40%

Biosecurity 1%

Marketing 10%

Policy Maker 1%

Research and Development 14%

Retailers 5%

Supply Chain 19%

Other 10%
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Congress Program 
at a Glance
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WEDNESDAY
AM

Offsite tour

PM

Exhibition set-up

Registration

EVENING

Welcome 
Reception at 
Pullman Cairns 
International

THURSDAY
AM Opening 

Ceremony

Plenary sessions

PM Lunch and 
networking 
exhibition

Science Snapshot 
opening 

Happy Hour in the 
Tradeshow

EVENING

Sponsor Night

Banana Bar

FRIDAY
AM

Plenary sessions

PM

Extended lunch 
and networking 
exhibition

Science Snapshot

EVENING Banana Industry 
Ball including 
Awards of Honour 
at Pullman Cairns 
International  

Banana Bar



ABIC 2021 
Marketing 
Initiatives

‘WIN YOUR WAY TO 
CONGRESS’ RETURNS  
IN 2021
In 2019, the Congress Management 
Committee introduced the ‘Win your way 
to Congress’ campaign, which was a big 
success, contributing to an increase in grower 
attendance at last year’s event. 

The campaign offered every grower who 
registered for Congress during the ‘Early Bird’ 
period the chance to win back the full cost of 
their registration, 3-nights’ accommodation at 
Royal Pines (the venue for Congress 2019) and 
$500 towards flights/travel - a prize valued at 
up to $2,170.

The campaign created a lot of excitement 
among grower delegates and prompted many 
to go online and register for the chance to 
win. It was promoted extensively through 
ABGC’s social media, e-bulletins and national 
magazine. 

This campaign will be run again in 2021 and 
after the success of the competition last 
year, the Management Committee believes 
it will result in a further increase in grower 
attendance in 2021.
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OUR SHOUT AT 
CONGRESS 2021!
Another successful campaign introduced in 
2019 and will return for Congress 2021 is the 
‘Our Shout’ competition.

Any grower who registers for Congress up to 
three weeks out from the event (a date yet to 
be nominated) will go into the draw to win a 
$250 bar tab to spend at the Banana Bar. If 
the delegate is not a drinker, the $250 will be 
offered as a $250 voucher that can be spent on 
a range of services/food/beverages at Pullman 
Cairns International hotel. The Pullman Cairns 
International hotel is the Congress hotel where 
most delegates will be staying and the venue 
for the Welcome Drinks, Banana Bar and 
Banana Ball.

The winner of this voucher will be drawn at the 
Welcome Drinks at Congress on May 12.

BACK A GROWER 
PROGRAM
The Back-A-Grower Program aims to encourage 
growers who have yet to attend a Congress 
before, to attend the event in Cairns. This 
program backed by our event sponsors, will 
see randomly selected growers who have yet 
to attend a congress before receive a free 
registration to attend the event.

It is hoped this will help refresh the audience 
for the event, allow our sponsors to meet new 
growers and see long term growth in the number 
of growers attending Congress.

CONGRESS-ONLY DEALS
A new initiative for Congress 2021 will see the 
promotion of Congress-only deals/specials from 
our sponsors and exhibitors which we hope will 
further encourage growers to attend the event 
and drive business in the exhibition. All sponsors 
and exhibitors will be encouraged to offer a deal 
only available at Congress and these will all be 
collated in a Congress Deals handbook provided 
to all delegates via email.
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Partnership Structure
All opportunities are listed in AUD and inclusive of 10% GST.

PRINCIPAL PARTNER  $45,000

• $35,000 Worth of Partner Entitlements (See 
Page 10-17).

• Eight (8) full congress registrations (with a 
20% discount on eight (8) further full congress 
registrations).

• 12m2 Exhibition Space/Booth including lead 
scanning technology.

• Recognition as a Principle Partner on pre-event 
marketing materials, on-site branding and post 
event communication.

• One Email and Social Media Announcement 
announcing Partnership.

• Able to include a Congress-Only Deal in the 
Congress Deals Handbook.

• Electronic Delegate list provided seven days 
before and after event (name, position, 
organisation, state, email address) (Subject to 
privacy laws).

MAJOR PARTNER $30,000

• $25,000 Worth of Partner Entitlements (See 
page 10-17).

• Six (6) full congress registrations (with a 
20% discount on six (6) further full congress 
registrations).

• 6m2 Exhibition Space/Booth including lead 
scanning technology.

• Recognition as a Major Partner on pre-event 
marketing materials, on-site branding and post 
event communication.

• One Social Media Announcement announcing 
Partnership.

• Able to include a Congress-Only Deal in the 
Congress Deals Handbook.

• Electronic Delegate list provided seven days 
before and after event (name, position, 
organisation, state, email address) (Subject to 
privacy laws).

ASSOCIATE PARTNER $15,000

• $10,000 Worth of Partner Entitlements (See 
page 10-17).

• Four (4) full congress registrations (with a 
20% discount on four (4) further full congress 
registrations).

• 6m2 Exhibition Space/Booth including lead 
scanning technology.

• Recognition as an Associate Partner on pre-
event marketing materials, on-site branding 
and post event communication.

• Able to include a Congress-Only Deal in the 
Congress Deals Handbook.

• Electronic Delegate list provided seven days 
before and after event (name, position, 
organisation, state, email address) (Subject to 
privacy laws).
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SUPPORTING PARTNER $10,000

• $5,000 Worth of Partner Entitlements (See 
page 10-17).

• Three (3) full congress registrations (with a 
20% discount on three (3) further full congress 
registrations).

• 6m2 Exhibition Space/Booth including lead 
scanning technology.

• Recognition as a Supporting Partner on pre-
event marketing materials, on-site branding 
and post event communication.

• Able to include a Congress-Only Deal in the 
Congress Deals Handbook.

• Electronic Delegate list provided seven days 
before and after event (name, position, 
organisation, state, email address) (Subject to 
privacy laws).

PRIMARY PARTNER $5,500

• $1,000 Worth of Partner Entitlements (See 
page 10-17).

• Two (2) full congress registrations (with a 
20% discount on two (2) further full congress 
registrations).

• 6m2 Exhibition Space/Booth including lead 
scanning technology.

• Recognition as a Primary Partner on pre-event 
marketing materials, on-site branding and post 
event communication.

• Able to include a Congress-Only Deal in the 
Congress Deals Handbook.

• Electronic Delegate list provided seven days 
before and after event (name, position, 
organisation, state, email address) (Subject to 
privacy laws).
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Partnership Entitlements
LEAD GENERATORS  

Excursion leader

$7,500
Exclusive

Opportunity to host and include a stop on the growers’ excursion 
held on Wednesday morning. Use this opportunity to show growers 
how your solution is being used at a local farm or facility.

• Excursion to be part of Congress program.

• Stop location to be approved by ABIC Program committee.

• Your stop will be one of various stops in the local area.

• Transport fees covered by the hosts with any additional fees incurred 
for your stop or hosting to be at sponsor's own expense.

Grower Breakfast

$7,500

Opportunity to host a 45 minute grower’s breakfast on day 2 or 3 of 
the event. This is the only opportunity to do a presentation for the 
growers throughout the event.

• Format would be 20 minute presentation followed by 25 minutes of 
networking.

• Venue Hire (within hotel), AV and registration to be managed by the 
organisers.

• Growers Breakfast to be included within the official program.

• Catering for 40 to be provided. Any additional catering requests at 
sponsor's own expense.

• One email to all growers to be sent inviting them to the breakfast.

• One app notification to be sent out reminding growers to attend the 
breakfast.

Back a Grower

$1,000

Multiple Opportunities
One sold

Help us maximise the number of growers attending Congress via 
the “Back a Grower” program. This program aims to encourage 
growers to attend their first Congress.

• Full Congress registration to be provided to a grower attending their 
first Congress.

• Sponsor to be recognised as a supporter of the “Back a Grower” 
Program.

• One introduction email to be sent to grower who receives your 
complimentary registration allowing you to set up a meeting on-site.

SOLD
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BRAND BUILDERS 

Banana Bar

$15,000

Exclusive

Opportunity to connect your brand with the valued Congress 
tradition of the “Banana Bar”. This bar located at the Congress 
hotel for attendees and one of the events major networking hubs.

• Banana Bar will be branded via decals and signage. Opportunity for 
additional branding items available at sponsors own expense.

• Recognition throughout the event as the Banana Bar Sponsor.

• 100 Drink vouchers which can be provided to delegates from your 
exhibition stand or at the bar.

• Opportunity to have a branded cocktail on the menu. Any additional 
costs of this item at sponsor's own expense.

Welcome 
Reception

$15,000

Exclusive

Be part of the official opening of the Congress via sponsoring the 
Welcome Reception. This event is open to all registered delegates 
and is held at Daintree’s Pool deck at Pullman Cairns International.

• Opportunity to do a 5-minute speech to welcome the delegates to 
Congress.

• Sponsor branding incorporated into the reception via signage.

• Recognition throughout the event as the Welcome Reception Sponsor.

• Sponsor able to provide a branded drink stubby or other gift to all 
delegates when they are at the reception. Costs of the gift at sponsor's 
own expense.

Trade Night 
Sponsor

$5,000

Exclusive

Sponsor one of the most treasured nights of Congress, the 
Trade Night held on Day 2 of the Congress. The Trade Night is an 
event held in the exhibition area with an aim of celebrating the 
supporters of the event and providing an opportunity for them to 
network with the delegates in a relaxed environment.

• Opportunity to do a 2-minute speech welcoming delegates to the trade 
night.

• Sponsor branding incorporated into the trade night via signage.

• Recognition throughout the event as the Trade Night Sponsor.

• Opportunity to extend the duration of the trade night via purchasing 
an extended drinks package, with additional costs at sponsor's own 
expense.

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD
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Speaker 
Sponsorship

$1,000

Multiple Opportunities
Four Sold

Show your support for the education of growers via sponsoring a 
speaker in the program.

• Recognised throughout the event (program book, website) as the 
sponsor of that speaker.

• Emcee to mention that you are the sponsor of that speaker when 
introducing them to the stage.

• Sponsor able to choose speaker they would like to support once full 
program has been released (subject to speaker and ABIC program 
committee approval).

Barista zone

$5,000

Two Available

Place a branded barista zone near your booth to drive traffic to 
your exhibition and connect your brand with a positive delegate 
experience.

• Sponsor branding incorporated into the barista zone via signage. 
Sponsor can also provide branded barista aprons or hats, coffee cups 
and napkins at sponsor's own expense.

• Sponsor to be recognised as a barista zone sponsor throughout the 
event.

• Barista Zone to be placed, subject to space availability, near the 
sponsor’s exhibition booth.

Car Racing Game 

$7,500

Sold

Place a branded “Nascar Style” car racing game near your booth to 
drive traffic to your exhibition and connect your brand with a fun 
unique delegate experience.

• Sponsor branding incorporated into the Car Racing Game Zone via 
signage. Sponsor can also brand the physical game at sponsor's own 
expense.

• Sponsor to be recognised as the Car Racing Game Zone sponsor 
through the event.

• Car Racing Game Zone to be placed, subject to space availability, near 
the sponsor’s exhibition booth.

Putting Game

$5,000

Exclusive

Place a branded Putting Game near your booth to drive traffic to 
your exhibition and connect your brand with a fun unique delegate 
experience.

• Sponsor branding incorporated into the Golf Zone via signage and 
branded flag.

• Sponsor to be recognised as the Putting Zone sponsor through the 
event.

• Putting Zone to be placed, subject to space availability, near the 
sponsor’s exhibition booth.

SOLD

SOLD
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Ice Cream Cart

$5,000

One Available

Place a branded ice-cream cart near your booth to drive traffic to 
your exhibition and connect your brand with a positive delegate 
experience.

• Sponsor branding incorporated into the ice cream cart via signage. 
Sponsor can also provide branded aprons and napkins at sponsor's 
own expense.

• Sponsor to be recognised as the ice cream cart sponsor throughout 
the event.

• Ice Cream Cart to be placed, subject to space availability, near the 
sponsor’s exhibition booth.

• Ice Cream Kart will only be available for one day of the event.

Virtual Reality 
Activation

$15,000

Exclusive

Place a branded “Virtual Reality” Activation near your booth to 
drive traffic to your exhibition and connect your brand with a fun 
unique delegate experience.

• Sponsor branding incorporated into the Virtual Reality Zone via 
signage. Sponsor can also provide their own virtual reality experience 
at sponsor's own expense.

• Sponsor to be recognised as the Virtual Reality Zone sponsor through 
the event.

• Virtual Reality Zone to be placed, subject to space availability, near the 
sponsor’s exhibition booth.

• Several Activation Options you can choose from including a VR Surfing 
Experience, Golf Experience, F1 Pit Stop Challenge or Sports Trivia 
Challenge.

Charging Lounge

$5,000

Exclusive

Have an opportunity to brand one of the main networking areas in 
the exhibition. The charging lounge is the main seating area in the 
exhibition and a place for delegates to network as well as charge 
their electronic devices.

• Sponsor branding incorporated into the Charging Lounge via signage. 
Additional branding items available, such as branded tables and 
furniture, at sponsor's own expense.

• Sponsor to be recognised as the Charging Lounge sponsor through the 
event.

Novelty Photo Wall

$5,000

Exclusive

Connect your brand with a fun delegate experience and utilise the 
power of social media via the branded “Banana themed” photo 
wall.

• Sponsor branding to be incorporated into the photo wall via the 
backdrop and signage. Sponsor able to provide design input into the 
look of the photo wall backdrop.

• Additional branded props may be provided for the photo wall at 
sponsor's own expense.

• Sponsor to be recognised as the Photo Wall sponsor through the 
event.

• Sponsor able to provide a hashtag which will be incorporated into the 
wall to encourage delegates to upload their pictures to social media.

SOLD
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Diary Sponsor

$7,500

Exclusive

Opportunity to provide an exclusively branded 21/22 Financial Year 
Diary to all delegates.

• Branding to be via front cover and inside pages.

• Diary to be provided to all delegates inside the delegate bag.

Wi-Fi Sponsor

$5,000

Exclusive

Opportunity to be the official Wi-Fi sponsor for the Congress and 
use this as a way to connect with delegates digitally with multiple 
touchpoints.

• Sponsors branding to be incorporated into the Wi-Fi log in page along 
with a welcome message from the sponsor.

• Sponsor able to set the Wi-Fi password. Password has to be approved 
by ABIC committee.

• Sponsor able to provide content to go with email announcing Wi-Fi 
information pre-event.

• Sponsor able to provide a flyer which will be included in the event app 
detailing how to log onto the Wi-Fi as well as any additional sponsor 
information. This flyer can also be included in the satchels although 
the additional printing costs will be at the sponsor’s own expense.

Video

$5,000

Exclusive 

Show your support of industry via sponsoring the development of a 
video focused on growers. This video will be played to all delegates 
on day 2 of the event.

• Sponsor to be recognised as a sponsor of the video in the emcee’s 
introduction of the video and via the credits.

• Sponsor to be recognised as sponsor of the video on the location it is 
shown online.

Congress App

$7,500

Exclusive

Get your brand in the palm of every delegates hand via sponsoring 
the Congress app. The Congress app is the main information tool for 
all delegates and we had a download rate of 69% at Congress 2019.

• Sponsors branding to incorporated onto the launch screen of the 
event app.

• Sponsor able to provide one banner advert which will be continuously 
played in the app. 

• Sponsor to have personal logo button on menu screen which when 
delegates click will go to a link or flyer provided by the sponsor.

• Two app notifications to be sent out during the event to all delegates 
with sponsor able to provide the text for these notifications.

• Opportunity to provide one PDF flyer which will be included inside the 
app.

• Opportunity to provide a flyer which will be included with the satchel 
providing details on how to download the app as well as any additional 
sponsor information, although the additional printing costs of this will 
be at sponsor's own expense.

• Recognition throughout the event as the Congress App Sponsor.

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD
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Hand Sanitiser 
Station

$5,000

Exclusive

Opportunity to link your brand to 3 double sided free standing hand 
sanitiser stations throughout the exhibition area.

• Recognition throughout the event as the sponsor of the Congress 
hand sanitiser stations.

• Sponsor branding incorporated into the station design along with 
Congress branding.

Congress Bag

$12,500

Exclusive

Connect your brand with a high-quality piece of merchandise 
provided to all delegates via sponsoring the Congress bag. This 
satchel is provided to all delegates when they register for the 
event.

• Opportunity to have logo incorporated alongside ABIC 2021 on the 
satchel.

• Opportunity to provide two satchel inserts, costs of satchel inserts to 
be at sponsor's own expense.

• Recognition throughout the event as the Congress Bag Sponsor.

Congress Program 
Book

$5,000

Exclusive

Sponsor the Congress program book and link your brand with the 
education of growers via the Congress program. The Congress 
program book will be provided to all delegates.

• Sponsor logo to be included on the front cover of the official Congress 
program book.

• One full page advertisement provided by the sponsor to be included in 
the Congress program book.

• Recognition throughout the event as the sponsor of the Congress 
program book.

Name Badge and 
Lanyard Sponsor

$7,500

Exclusive

Sponsoring the Congress lanyard and name badge is a great way to 
increase your logo recognition throughout the event as delegates 
will wear the lanyard and name badge for the full event including 
social events.

• Sponsor logo to be placed on the name badge and lanyard.

• Sponsor to be recognised as the Name Badge and Lanyard Sponsor 
throughout the event.

• Lanyard size and placement of logo will be at the discretion of the 
Congress organisers.

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD
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Science Snapshots 
Sponsorship

$5,000

Exclusive

Research and Development projects are a key focus of the 
Congress. The science snapshot highlights some of the industry’s 
most significant projects that will be held throughout the event.

• Branding incorporated into the science snapshots via signage and logo 
on board.

• Recognition throughout the event as the Science Snapshot Sponsor.

• Opportunity to provide a branded USB to all delegates with abstracts 
on it via the delegate bag. Costs of providing the branded USB  to be at 
sponsor's own expense.

Water Bottle 
Sponsorship

$5,000

Exclusive

Connect your brand with a high-quality piece of merchandise 
provided to all delegates via sponsoring the Congress water bottle. 
The water bottle is provided to all delegates when they register for 
the event.

• Sponsors logo to be included on the water bottle alongside the ABIC 
2021 logo.

• Recognition throughout the event as the water bottle sponsor.

Innovation Zone 
Sponsor

$7,500

Exclusive

Link your brand with innovation and provide an opportunity for 
start-ups to connect with industry via sponsoring the Innovation 
Zone. This zone will allow 4 Agtech start-ups to have a small booth 
each in which they can showcase their technology.

• Sponsor to have naming rights of the start-up zone and their brand 
incorporated into the zone via signage and floor decals. Additional 
branding opportunities available at sponsor’s own expense.

• Sponsor is able to choose the start-ups which exhibit in the stand. If 
not, the event hosts will allow start-ups to nominate themselves to be 
involved.

• Sponsor able to provide content for one email sent out to all delegates 
promoting the start-up zone.

• Sponsor to be recognised throughout the event as the Start-Up Zone 
sponsor.

• All start-ups in zone to receive a pod-style exhibition booth with basic 
furniture and one exhibitor registration.

• One introductory email to be sent to the start-ups to facilitate the 
opportunity to set up a meeting on-site.

SOLD

SOLD
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DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT  
Social Media Posts

$500
Two Remaining
Four Sold

Opportunity to provide content for 1 social media post pre-event 
sent from the Australia Banana Growers Council Social Media 
Accounts.

Content to be approved by ABIC organising committee and must be 
relevant to Congress.

Email Content

$500
Six Remaining
Two Sold

Opportunity to provide a linked content piece included in the event 
newsletter sent out to event mailing list.

Content to be approved by ABIC organising committee and must be 
relevant to Congress.

Digital PDF in App

$250
Multiple Opportunities

Opportunity to provide a PDF flyer included in the event app for 
delegates to view and download.

End of Registration 
Pop Up

$1,000
Exclusive

When delegates finish registering for the event they will see a pop 
up which you can provide the text and link for. We recommend this 
is linked to a landing page which signs delegates up for a demo or 
survey around the Congress.

App Notifications

$500
Five Remaining
One Sold

Opportunity to provide text for one app notification sent out to all 
delegates during the event.

ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES  
Half-page advert in 
Congress Program Book

$500
Seven Remaining
One Sold 

Opportunity to provide a half-page advertisement to be included in 
Congress program book.

Full-page advert in 
Congress Program Book

$1,000
Four Remaining
Two Sold

Opportunity to provide a full-page advertisement to be included in 
Congress program book.

Satchel insert

$1,000
Two Remaining
Six Sold

Opportunity to include a promotional insert in the delegate satchel.
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Exhibition Booths

Exhibition Inclusions

Plug in and Play 
Booth

6m2 Booth

$5,500 
per booth

Standard
6m2 Booth

$4,000 
per booth

Terrace 
Machinery 

Exhibition Booth

$1,000 
per booth

Promotion as an 
exhibitor ü ü ü

Number of Exhibitor 
Registrations 2 2 1

Build (Walls, Power, 
Lights) ü ü û

Signage Fascia Panel and 
One internal 

Banner

Fascia Panel Only
û

Additional Equipment 
(Furniture etc) Basic package 

including table, 
chairs and one 

screen

Available to hire

û

Lead Scanning Tool
ü ü ü

Able to include a 
Congress-Only Deal 
in the Congress Deals 
Handbook

ü ü ü
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Standard Booth 3m x 2m

Outdoor Terrace Exhibition Booth 5.5m x 5m
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For more information on partnership 
and exhibition sales opportunities.

danny.perry@mci-group.com
Tel: +61 2 9213 4015


